参加校の取り組み
4-2 災害安全マップづくりの報告
以下の HP でマップを見ることができます。また報告書をダウンロードすることもできます。

http://ndys.jearn.jp/GDSM/2010/index.htm
登録番号

報告書

参加国・

CoSMOS

地域

201001
201002
201003
201004
201005
201006
201007
201008
201009
201010
201011
201012
201013
201014
201015
201016
201017
201018
201019
201020
201021
201022
201023
201024
201025
201026
201027
201028

システム

ア ゼ ル バ Mahmudov School Lyceum#220, Baku,
イジャン Azerbaijan
after academician Zarifa Aliyeva, Baku,
Azerbaijan
イラン
Rah-e-Roshd Educational Complex, Teheran,
Iran
Narjes Educational Complex, Teheran, Iran
Shahid Mahdavi Educational Complex, Teheran,
Iran
インド
Lakshmipat Singhania Academy , Kalkata, India
イ ン ド ネ SMP Islam Al Azhar 9,, Bekasi, Indonesia
シア
ウ ク ラ イ Kharkiv Specialized school 75, Kharkov, Ukraine
ナ
エジプト Abou Baker El Sdeek , Giza, Egypt
ギニア
KOUMBA DIAWARA SCHOOL
COMPLEX,, CONAKRY, Guinea
グルジア Millennium , Rustavi ,Georgia
台湾
FHSH. CCAFPS. FXM. KSVS, Kaohsiung,
Taiwan
トルコ
Tuncsiper, Bursa Turkiye
Nahit Ergene Primary School, Elaz Turkiye
ENKA High School , Istanbul Turkiye
Cahit Elginkan High School, Kocaeli Turkiye
Merkez Bankas・ Derince Anadolu Lisesi ,
Derince / Kocaeli Turkiye
Bilkent High School , Ankara Turkiye
日本
A Team, of Fukiai School, Kobe, Japan
B Team, of Fukiai School, Kobe, Japan
Maiko SHS, Kobe, Japan
Kawanishi SHS, Takarazuka, Japan
Kobe Gakuin University, Kobe, Japan
マ ケ ド ニ IMOR , Bitola ,Macedonia
ア
ヨルダン Al Turrah Secondary School for Girls, Al Turrah,
Jordan
ル ー マ ニ Liceul cu Program Sportiv, Brăila, Romania.
ア
ロシア
school1129, Moscow、Russia
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SAFETY MAP, NDYS 2010 BURSA TURKIYE
School： after academician Zarifa Aliyeva
City: Baku
Country: Azerbaijan
web: www.mekteb-zarifaaliyeva.edu.gov.az
School Introduction:
Photo of Safety Map

Let’s be like the sun!
The school named after academician Zarifa
Aliyeva was founded in 2008. It is situated in a
closed area not far from the city centre. Our school
is provided with well-equipped modern classes,
labs, closed & open sport facilities, a conference
lounge, a rich library and a canteen.
There are 386 students in our school from ages 14-17
years old. All our students are hard working scholars
who got enrolled at the school through merit based
tests.
Since the beginning our students and teachers
have been actively involved in different
international projects. Our facilities and resources
are good and we have a busy and varied
programme of activities, trips, visits and sports. Our
educational environment encourages the pursuit of
truth and value through the development of critical
thinking skills and fosters a spirit of learning and
inquiry, which will continue throughout each
student’s life. Our Mission is to prepare our students
for higher education, to enable them to become
life long learners and positive contributors to their
local and global communities.
Team Introduction(Team 1)

Safety Map Introduction – 1
As Azerbaijan is situated at the foot of the Caucasus
mountains, the main disasters in our country are
earthquakes, landslides and floods. This year there
have been a lot of landslides and floods in many
regions. A lot of people and animals died, many
houses were damaged.
Our team implemented the action plan of GDSM:
1. We created a sketch of our school.
2. We prepared the evacuation plan of our school
and hung it on the walls.
3. We researched the past disasters.
4. We made the disaster safety map of our
neighbourhood showing on the map the safe and
dangerous places during disasters.
5. We did action plan and evacuation drill.

Share The Process of NDYS 2010
Our team is consisted of nine and ten grades
students. WE:
1. Learned the experience of NDYS teams.
2. Collected information about the activities of
GDSM.
3. Made a short video film “The Earth is in danger!”
4. Made different presentations about natural
disasters. (Earthquakes, Landslides and Floods,
Volcanoes)
5. Prepared a general presentation about Global
Warming to perform at Natural Disasters Youth
Summit.
6. Made and delivered booklets about warning and
preparation instructions during disasters.
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Present Topic Outline
Aims of the project in the short run: The Most Important Things We Can Do about Rapid Climate Change.
Aims of the project in the long run: Global warming is probably the greatest threat our species has ever
faced. Every citizen of the world needs to be aware of rapid climate change:
1. Understand the problem, its causes and threats.
2. Do Something Today to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions, find solutions.
Social aim of the project: The astonishing fact is that each of us can have an immediate impact on the
production of greenhouse gases, and if enough of us act together in these minor ways, the cumulative
effect will be dramatic. That's because so much of the way we live our lives is wasteful and, to put it bluntly,
thoughtless. It takes nothing to switch off a lamp, unplug the phone charger, take a shorter shower, cook
without pre-heating the oven, skip the pre-wash part of the dishwasher cycle, or, often, walk or bike
instead of drive. And they all save money, which is one of the rather striking things about reducing your
carbon footprint—the standard way of measuring the CO2 emissions each person is responsible for.
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School: Rah-e-Roshd Educational Complex,

   


Town: Tehran

School Introduction:

Country: Iran

www.rah-e-roshd.com

Photo of Safety Map
We decided to make a model of the school.

Rah e Roshd pre-elementary center has begun its
work in 1985.The cooperation and the ability of the
group work in this center which was completely
successful, encouraged the group to follow the
work in elementary level as a cooperative
company. The educational and training policies
are decided by a group of experiences specialists,
who are mostly the members of some reputable
universities faculties. The training and educational
staff includes the experienced experts whose main
aim is to bring up a knowledgably, powerful and
responsible generation with their own love for
education. Rah-e-Roshd emphasizes on some
points which are:
-Create a learning situation in which students face
questions.
- Using identical education and active way of
teaching and gaining physical skills for instructing
and incarnating subjective context.
- Second language learning: For using useful
sources and computer to be connected to global
culture.
- Creating an intimate and active relation to the
nature and motivation to the environmental
conservation.
- Group works by students: high quality, efficient
and effective works in which the directing,
programming and organizing is done properly and
exactly by the students themselves.

Safety Map Introduction
In Iran, the main disaster is earthquakes. There are
many earthquake lines running through different
regions of the country. In the last decade, there
have been many destructive earthquakes. In 2003
an earthquake destroyed the town of Bam. Many
lives were lost.
These are the steps we followed:
STEP 1: We chose our preferred disaster:
EARTHQUAKE.
STEP 2: We created a list of the disasters that had
occurred in the past.
STEP 3: We made a disaster safety map with the
given colors.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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We drew a map of the school
neighborhood.
We distinguished the road and streets.
We found the hospitals, fire department
and police station near our school.
We did an earthquake drill.
We learnt how to protect ourselves during
disasters and afterwards and taught it to the
students.
We taught the students and their families
how to prepare for disasters.
We did research on the safe and unsafe

 

   



zones during earthquakes and showed
them on our safety map and module.
Team Introduction(Team 1)

From left to right: Tara, Nava (9th grade).
Hoda, Aida (7th grade) And Teddy Banoo!!

Share The Process of NDYS 2010
In our team we are composed of seven and nine
grade students.
1. got familiar with the process of NDYS
2. informed the students about the activities of
NDYS
3. prepared a safety kit
4. made a model of our school to show the safe
and unsafe zones
5. we designed a questionnaire about mitigation
awareness for students and their parents to answer
6. Created a weblog of our NDYS activities.
www.raheroshdndys.blogfa.com
7. Created safety pamphlets and brochures and
distributed them.
8. Shared all of our progress and goals with our
fellow school mates and their families in the yearly
school fair.

From up to down: Nava, Tara, Hoda, Aida
Teachers:Elham Heidari Beni-Lida Salahi Niri

Present Topic Outline
Our preferred topic is "Water Pollution".
Aims of the project: We wanted to measure the pollution of Tehran's main water sources.
What we did: We sampled the 6 factors of 1.saturation 2.pH 3.Disolved Oxygen 4.Air Temperature 5.Water
temperature 6.Turbidity in 3 different locations: 1.Darband Creek 2.Karaj Dam 3.Darake River.
What we found: There was no extra pollution in Darband or Darake rivers because are recreational areas
located near the city layout so the locals can use it for daily use. Karaj dam is a restricted area so there is
no serious pollution in this water but the lower parts of the damn are slightly polluted because of mountain
rivers and the pollutions they carry.
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School: Narjes Educational Complex, Town: Teheran
School Introduction:

Country: Teheran
1 Photo of Safety Map

Safety Map Introduction - 1

Team Introduction(Team 1)
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Share The Process of NDYS 2010

Present Topic Outline
Aims of the project in the short run:
Aims of the project in the long run:
Social aim of the project:
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School Introduction:

Our safety map
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School: Lakshmipat Singhania Academy Town: Kolkata Country: India web: www.lsakolkata.com

School Introduction:

Fifteen years on; Lakshmipat Singhania Academy
stands tall, both literally and figuratively at a
vantage point in Kolkata - 12 B, Alipore Road, and
Kolkata-700027, to be precise.
The nine storied architectural elegance proudly
proclaims a place amongst the leading elite
schools of the city. In June 1996, with just about 450
students, the school came into existence. Then on,
in leaps and bounds, it has made progress, both in
its stature and status and now it is a 10+2, CBSE,
English Medium, and Co-Educational Day School
with student strength of 1734.
The Motto of our school are the 5 P’s
P for POSITIVITY
P for PERSEVERANCE
P for PERSISTENCE
P for PURITY OF PURPOSE
P for PRINCIPLES (here it stands for ethical & moral
values)
Our founder Shri Lala Lakshmipat Singhania has
rightly said "Education is not only reading and
writing and knowing a number of subjects, but
education is for life, that is to make a person more
understanding and humble, and I believe that
more educated a person is, more humble he is than
an uneducated.”

1. Construction of levees on the banks of the
Hooghly.
2. Reinforcement of all the bridges over the
rivers and canals as there is an increased
chance of the collapse of a bridge.
3. Enlargement of the diameter of the main
drains.
4. Increase in number of pumping stations.
5. Dredging of the river Hooghly.
6. Cleaning and pumping the sewage canals
of the city and removing wastes such as
plastic packets which clog up the sewage
system.
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We Realized The Action Plan Of Global Disaster
Safety Map Program
Safety Map Introduction – 1
Kolkata, (West Bengal, India) is a sight prone to
many disasters, the main being flood, cyclones
and earthquakes. The major disaster being flood
which cripples the city every year during the
monsoon which showers over 150cm of rain
annually over the city. This monsoon is like a coin.
One side is the rain which is very necessary for the
growth of the rice crops grown in the state and
the other side being the floods brought by the
rain. The Hooghly river, on whose banks the city is
nestled, floods its banks leaving the poor,
homeless and the city’s roads water logged.
Step 1: First we identified the most common
disasters occurring in our city – floods
Step 2: After this we went through the records of
previous flood situations and their drawbacks
which could be worked upon.
Step 3: We then surveyed our school’s
neighborhood on the basis of the vulnerable
elements present that will be affected in the
1. of
Our
school (This
in orange
)
event
flooding.
survey identifies-

SAFETY MAP, NDYS 2010 BURSA TURKIYE
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7. Greater number of pumping stations to
pump out water which collects on the
streets.
8. Awareness about closest shelters among
people.
9. Banning the use of plastic as plastic chokes
the drains in the city leading to floods.

Other neighboring schools (in yellow)
Residential areas ( in red )
Open spaces ( in green )
Water bodies ( in blue )
Streets and by-lanes
Hospitals and medical help providers.

Step 4: We then initiated our action plan and
spread awareness among various people in our
society.
Our action plan includes the following steps 1. T5 tubes were installed in all classes.
2. During “Milaap” an inter school fest we
distributed saplings to the participating
schools.
3. We attached red tapes around the switch
boards in all the classes to draw people’s
attention to switch off the lights and fans.
4. Our school has also taken the initiative of
sending notices, alerts and other reports via
the internet to the parents in order to
reduce the usage of paper.
5. The school also promotes a 15 minute daily
power shut down to conserve electricity.
6. We have also identified different bins for
recyclable and non recyclable waste.
7. We sang the earth song (Michael Jackson)
in our school assembly.
8. Adding to this we also recited a self
composed global warming poem in the
assembly.
Step 5: Having done this, we researched on the
problems faced during, soon after and in the
longrun due to floods. Then we worked upon ways
to diminish these problems and thus reduce
vulnerability to floods.
Step 6: We then thought of the ways for
reconstruction of the society after such a mishap.
Step 7: We organized methods for flood mitigation
and preparedness. This would prepare the
neighborhood long before a flood situation occurs.
Thus it would help to reduce the effects of floods.
Share The Process of NDYS 2010

Team Work Is The Best Work

1. Five students were selected from the 10th
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grade on the basis of the projects they
made on the flood vulnerable regions of
Kolkata.
2. We chose to use jute because it is
indigenous to our country and this fabric has
an international demand and represents our
national heritage.
3. Our school has taken a number of initiatives
even before we registered for the Summit.
These plans include changing all bulbs and
tubes used into the CFL kind, T5, rainwater
harvesting project, the 15 minute daily shut
down of the main power supply thereby
conserving energy.

The Global GangShare The Process of NDYS 2010
What our school has done
1. Our school has a raised the plinth of the
building to the extent of 2 to 3 feet.
2. Our school has the appropriate
infrastructure to be converted into a safety
shelter in times of a flood.
3. The school is a “Plastic Free Zone”. Students
and staff carry paper bags, cloth bags or
jute bags instead of plastic bags.
4. Our school also has an infirmary which can
provide medical help.
5. The school has a state of the art drainage
system to direct any accumulated water in
and near the school premises.

Present Topic Outline
Advantages of the project in the short run: Our different actions such as the installation of CFL bulbs and
1450 T5 tube lights save about 17,400 kwh of energy every hour. Earlier the consumption per tube light was
40 kwh which has been reduced to 28 kwh. This massive leap amounts to a saving of 2,90,000 Rupees per
year.
Advantages of the project in the long run: The steps mentioned in our action plan if followed reduce
emission of greenhouse gases which are produced during the production of electricity. By using CFL’s we
are consuming less electricity. This increases the cost effectiveness of our school.
Social aim of the project: To increase awareness among the locals about environmental degradation and
the acute problem of flooding in our city. The project also makes the people aware about their poor
habits such as throwing litter into drains which increase the magnitude of the flood.
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SMP Islam Al Azhar 9, Bekasi, Indonesia
School Introduction:

   



web: http://www.smp.al-azhar9.muhajirien.org
Al Azhar 9 Safety Map

The Al Azhar foundation was established in 1963. It
started the educational service for the poor people who
live around the great mosque of Kebayoran Baru, South
Jakarta. The students at that time only studied about the
Islamic value and belief at the balcony of the great
mosque.
In the year of 1968, an Imam from Cairo, Egypt, Sulthan
Mahmood, visited the great mosque and observed the
process of the learning. Then as the sign of boundary of
his visit and friendship, he gave the name to the great
mosque “ Al Azhar”. Since then, the foundation put the
name of Al Azhar to the complex and it started giving
service to the formal education. Now the Al Azhar
foundation manages the formal education from
pre-school up to university level. The headquarters of
the school location is in Kebayoran Baru, where the great
mosque of Al Azhar is located.
Year by year, the foundation also developed other Al
Azhar schools around Indonesia. It is aimed to serve the
demand of community for the formal education which
Safety Map Introduction - 1
offers curriculum plus Islamic integrated curriculum.
Indonesia is well-known as “a supermarket
Our school is SMP Islam Al Azhar 9 was established in for natural disasters”. Why? It is because
2002. It is located in Bekasi, West Java. Iti s around 1 every region in Indonesia is disaster prone
hour driving from the Al Azhar headquarters in South area.
Jakarta. The Al Azhar foundation has more than 20 In some area are even worse since the natural
schools for junior level around Indonesia. In total, the disaster can happen every second. Sumatra
foundation manages more than 60 schools from and Java island are two of the prone islands.
pre-school – high school and one university.
Here are the steps of creating our safety map:
1- Our group decided the earthquake and
flood as the common natural disaster.
Even though our country is also known
as the most volcanic country but in our
region, flood and earthquake is the most
common.
2- We visited the marketing office of the
housing complex and asked many
The Al Azhar Central School
The A.Azhar Islamic JHigh School 9
questions about the history of natural
disaster happened in the area.
Living with the history of
3- We divided the group into two, and
facilitate other unlucky
searched some points for evacuation and
also danger places that we need to avoid
brothers and sisters who do
during disaster.
not have propper
4- We sketch the map of the area.
education, The Al Azhar
5- We draw and design it in our computer.
schools maintain the school
value of humanity and charity learning. We encourage
students to be aware of the life of other people and also
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to their environment.
Share The Process of NDYS 2010
Our team consists of 8 and 9 graders. We are
about 13 – 14 years old. We also have one
high school student.
• Learn the website of NDYS 2010
• Learn about the previous NDYS from
previous Indonesian team, Lab School.
• Work in our own group to create the
safety map.
• Learn about the natural disaster, the
causes and the effect of it to the area.
• Learn about the safety bag.
• Create a power point presentation about
Indonesia natural disaster.
• Practice the presentation.
• Share the presentation with the NGO
called “ACT”, which give us sharing and
training about the disaster.
• Make a PPT presentation about common
natural disaster in Indonesia.
• Share the job and knowledge about the
disaster.
• Distribute the information about the
group work and responsibility.

Present Topic Outline
In our presentation, we will convey the various kinds of natural disasters which often occur in our
country Indonesia, the causes, the effects, the handling and the prevention. Since the most often is
earthquake and flood, we will focus on these two types of disaster.
Aims of the project in the short run: promoting knowledge about the natural disaster in our school
environment and how to handle it
Aims of the project in the long run: being the agent of change of awareness of school community on
global warming and climate change and cooperating the work for educating students of natural disaster
with the ACT.
Social aim of the project: increasing school community awareness and responsibility for disaster.
August, 2010
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School: Kharkov specialized school № 75 Town: Kharkov Country: Ukraine
School Introduction:
Kharkov Specialized School with Intensive Learning
of Foreign Languages № 75

Our school appeared more than 30 years ago. Our
secondary school 75 includes specialized primary
school (6-10years old) -240 children and Junior high
school and high school – 1000 students. 50% among
them specialize in learning of foreign languages
(English, French).
The variety of special courses enlarges the students’
knowledge.
Students of specialized classes with intensive
learning of foreign languages have special courses
in Country Study, English and American Literature
and Business.
Every Year our students took part in district and
regional Olympiads in foreign languages.
Some students are very successful in defending of
their scientific works which they present in MAN
(Small Academy of
Science).
Team
Introduction

Our team consists of students the 9th and 10th
forms.
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Photo of Safety Map

web: school75.edu.kh.ua
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Safety Map Introduction – 1
Cars are a problem of big cities. During the daytime
a great number of people drive their cars in
Kharkov. Exhaust from all combustion engines
combine to produce local adverse effects on the
health of car users and all innocent bystanders. City
has become islands of toxic chemicals from the
unrestrained use of vehicles burning fossil
fuels. Cars are noisy, ugly, often dangerous and
dominate the experience of modern living.
Combustion engines contribute to greenhouse gas
accumulation in the atmosphere and are
responsible for climate change.
Share The Process of NDYS 2010
Our work upon the project
1. We have chosen the topic for investigation
“Car Pollution in Big Cities”
2. We searched the level of air pollution on the
road of our district.
3. We searched the level of air pollution on the
main roads of our city.
4. We learnt Ukrainian Laws about environment
protection.
5. Students of the 10th form participate in
round table discussion of air pollution in our
city.
6. We made Safety Map and marked safe and
dangerous way to school.

Present Topic Outline ” Climate Change”
Aims of the project in the short run: To learn students to save energy at home (our students performed the
play and prepared pledges to show how they save energy at home).
Aims of the project in the long run: Spread information about climate change in our district and on the
region level (in 2010 we put information on the city educational website about NDYS project and our
activities)
Social aim of the project: To develop the awareness of students and inhabitants of our city upon the
problem of environment protection.
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School : Abou Baker El Sdeek

Town: Giza

Country: EgyPt

web:

Photo of Safety Map

School Introduction

Abu Bakr El Sedek language school has been
established in 1990 by Ministry of Education. It is one
of the first schools which established by Ministry of
Education. In addition, our school provides his
students with high level of education
Our school is located in Giza governorate which is
one of biggest and most crowded governorates in
Egypt.
The school is contents of all stages of education
from kindergarten through secondary school,
special teachers ‘team, playgrounds, scientific
laboratories equipped with technology. Although
the area of the school is not so big but it is include
every thing which can help the students to educate
in a suitable education environment
Our teachers’ team participate the students in all
activates in order to instill in them principles of
cooperation and friendship. Furthermore, activities
are support them to know all the problems in there
environment and society.
When our student graduate, they become realize all
problems and they will be able to face them

Safety Map Introduction – 1
In Egypt there is no main natural disasters so the
Bad thing that can happen is fiers and in our
school’s area there is no past fairs.
* we followed the steps to complete(GDSM)
1- kind of disaseter (fires)
2-Post fire (disaster)
3-safety map with arrow ways shows how we with
How we will act in the disaster
The school buildings
The school playgroud
School safety tools
How to move in the case of disaster
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Team Introduction(Team 1)
Share The Process of NDYS 2010
In our team
*we shared our ideas
* the old team shared their experience
* we worked on the safety map
* every one was good at one thing so we used our
skills to perform better work
* prepared a presentation to the (NDYS)
*prepared the tidy bear.

Present Topic Outline
We will discuss in the presentation the reasons of rising temperatures which are car exhaust and factory
exhaust. We will focus on car exhaust
Aims of the project in the short run: Our goal is to reduce car exhaust by using alternative fuel
Aims of the project in the long run: Now we are working in a campaign of spread awareness which aims to
use natural gas instead of fuel.
Social aim of the project: Increase awareness among young people who are needed to preserve the
atmosphere from pollution which cause high temperature.
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School: KOUMBA DIAWARA SCHOOL COMPLEX Town: CONAKRY Country: GUINEA
web:www.iearnguinee.ning.com
School Introduction:
Photo of Safety Map
The Complex School Koumba Diawara is located in
the Lower Coast, Conakry, the capital's political
and economic Guinea.
It is populated (the city of Conakry) more than two
(2) million inhabitants is the fifth of the population.
Guinea is bounded on the north by Senegal and
Mali in the west by Guinea Bissau, east by Côte
d'Ivoire and south by the Atlantic Ocean and Sierra
Leone.
The Koumba Diawara School Complex was
founded in December 1991; it is situated in the
district Behanzin, near the international airport
Gbessia with only 3 female students in a classroom.
But she has now, two large buildings of 2 floors with
26 girls and has an enrollment of 1,200 students
including 780 girls.
The educational levels range from kindergarten: 3
classes (small, medium and large section).
The Elementary: 8 classes, the first (CP) in the 6th
year (CM2).
College: 7 classes; 7th year to 10th year.
The Senior High School level has 8 classes; from11th
year to the Terminal level.
English is taught in the 7th year in the Terminal. But
the language of study is French. There is a
laboratory, a conference room and library equip
Complex School Koumba Diawara (CSKD) and is
led by CEO and Founder, Ms. Aminata Keita
Conde. Conakry is divided into 5 municipalities "The
CSKD, is in Matoto, the largest county school in the
country.
We would like to present some useful our stay
1 - Mr. Mamady Lamine Traore, Professor of
Languages and Coordinator iEARN NDYS Guinea.
2 - Mrs Aminata Keita Conde, Director General of
CSKD.
3 - Seydou Diallo, Director of Studies CSKD.

Safety Map Introduction - 1
Indeed, in Guinea today harbouring a population
of over ten million inhabitants. The public service
transport of waste (MSR) that is responsible for
cleaning up the transportation and disposal of
garbage at sites selected for the cause, is almost
exhausted its efforts. The field presence of private
enterprises and NGOs (Star of Guinea, Conakry Bins
etc...) was not sufficient to meet the needs of
people in this area. For, according to results of a
study organized by the Guinean state, revealed
that the city of Conakry produces a daily about 66
to 70,000 tons of garbage and posing a clear
danger to humans and their environment especially
when sector is not managed.
The solutions that will lead eventually to an effective
pick-up and definitive treatment are:
- A need for privatization of services required to
work on waste.
- On the sensitization and training of all stakeholders
in the sector.
- To establish rules of the industry.
-To harmonize the method of collecting from the
producers of funds for the collection and
processing.
-To obtain an International aid to finance heavy
investments.
- The creation of a Centre Landfill 40 km from
Conakry.
- The implementation of an incineration plant with
energy recovery.
- The establishment of a composting plant with:
 Anaerobic
 Recovery of compost to enrich poor soils.
Priorities for us are more political than technical,
must determine:
- Which department fully supports the operation
WASTE.
- Remove the arrival of waste at the Central Landfill
in the Mining and accordingly make the choice of
a mode of treatment.
- Establish funding
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 Cash flow on the principle "polluter pays"
 Create a "tax" payable by all for the collection
and processing of waste.
 Allow at governmental level of additional
financing operation.
 Provide for the acquisition of a European or World
financing for basic investments and heavy.

Team Introduction(Team 1)
The Safety map group students from 10th ,
11th, 12th, and Terminal grade.

Share The Process of NDYS 2010
We Searched through books and Internet to find
out the one of most important Problem in Guinea. It
was easy to find that is ‘’Garbage’’
- We visited the Ministry of Environment and the
Governor Headquarter to learn more about the
garb ages issues and to find solutions about the
cleaning issues
- Putting our framework as a group to start our
activities to increase the students and the local
community awareness about this
problem.

Our Safety map team are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mamady Lamine Traore ( Teacher)
Abdoulaye Barry
Aminata Cissoko
Abdoul Hamid Diallo
Abdoul Salam Bah
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Present Topic Outline
Aims of the project in the short run: To increase students and Local Community awareness of Garbage
issues in Guinea, and to train them to apply instructions and use the equipments which could be else to
save and keep the people of the country in good health conditions, at home and at schools.
Aims of the project in the long run: to sensitize the population of Guinea about the Garbage problems
and to work together with the Government and other NGOs to save the human beings life and healthy
conditions and the environment.
Social aim of the project: to empower the youths of Guinea skills in cleaning campaigns. Indeed, the
students will work with other students in the country and the local community and to decrease the usage
of garbage in the cities.
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School: Millennium

Town: Rustavi

Country: Georgia

School Introduction:
The private school of "Millennium" is actively
functioning since 2000. It was founded by the LTD "N
& N 2000".
The presence is full with new events
Future-is well-planned.
The School is orientated on the classes with small
groups. The goal of the school is to assess pupil's
performances on a daily bases and meet the main
program set according to plan of school year.
At our school the subjects such as math and English
are taken with the intense studies. The English
language course starts from first year, while the
Russian is taught from the second year. There is
every possible condition at disposal of the students
in order to ease their formation as true followers of
national or internationally accepted values.

web: http://millennium-en.blogspot.com/

Photo of Safety Map

Safety Map Introduction – 1
Georgia is situated in Caucasus, where the most
natural disaster are earthquakes, but offener there
are rainfalls, floods and landslides, mighty in Spring.
A lot of people have been homeless and
ecorefugess for natural disasters.
Our disaster map is based on eartquake,
because our city plases in the halfdesert, it rains
rarely and the flood and landslide there are not yet.
The red r is the most dangerous place. There are
blocks of flats. White r is the safety area, where they
should get for avoid of danger. They are fields and
open spaces. With wide streets it is easy to go out in
the emergency.
Share The Process of NDYS 2010

Team Introduction(Team 1)

1. We learned the old experience of NDYS;
2. We got to know about GDSM programe,
resairched environment near our school
and made safety map;
3. We searched informations about pollution
of environment and disaster in Geogria;
4. We prepared disaster reduction and
climate change poster and presentation.

In our team consist of students the 6th grade.
They are: Mari Tvaliashvili, Mari Kolbaia, Iuko
Chubinidze, Dato Kalmakhelidze and the lider of
group Etery Paitchadze.
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Present Topic Outline: Safe the place where we live in
Aims of the project in the short run: In the earth day students are cleaning
school’s yard and school’s surrounding area.
Aims of the project in the long run: the students learn the sources of
climate change and the consequences, understand local and global
impact of climate change and get to know how they can act to reduce
the impact of climate change. They make a poster about climate change
and nature place at schools area.
Social aim of the project: to inform about the issues of ecology and give
knowledge for protection environment from pollution.
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